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--Arsonist Firefighters-- Everyone would be rioting in the streets if they found out that the local 

firefighters had been going around intentionally setting fires, just so they could rush in, put out 

the flames, and then throw a hero parade for themselves.  

 

But it's an undisputed fact that that's exactly what the FBI does all day every day in its so-called 

"war on terror." They are sending out their army of informants like some sort of underworld 

theater club to make these big fake security threat spectacles -- like my case -- just so the fake 

FBI can then run in and fake save the day, from the fake threat, and drag real people through a 

fake trial, that's covered (but never questioned) by the fake news.  

 

It didn't used to be this way at the FBI. And a lot of old-school FBI agents are pretty ashamed of 

what the Bureau has become. They signed up to be disciplined, respectable protectors of 

America. But under Bob Muller's leadership, the FBI has been reduced to the Glee Club From 

Hell! It's pretty embarrassing.  

 

Robert Muller was the FBI Director for George W. Bush and for Obama. Muller is a made man 

in the Globalist mafia and he's thick as thieves with the George W. Afghan opiate industry and 

the Bill Clinton Central American cocaine industry. By transitioning the FBI away from real law 

enforcement and towards fake security theater, Muller was able to allow the Globalist-blessed 

narco trade free reign, and at the same time cripple two potential threats to the Globalist's agenda 

-- the American Patriots, and the honest and capable people within the FBI and other US 

Security Services who actually believe in humanity. It has taken almost 17 years, but they have 

achieved it.  

 

After the 9/11 theatrics and subsequent Homeland Security coup -- which effectively overthrew 

the Federal government -- there was no longer any budget for investigating real life crimes. All 

the funding went to "fighting the war on terror." Which has slowly but surly turned into 

subjugating and humiliating and disarming the American People to "keep them safe" from a 

phantom boogie man that is really just a sock puppet on the Globalist's other hand. After nearly 

20 years of this, most of the old-school FBI agents had been phased out, and all that remained 

were these new creepy Glee Club Agents and their social engineer script writers. Crime and 

hostile foreign governments didn't matter and more. As NSA director (and grown-up paranoid 

Charlie Brown look alike) Michael Hayden put it, "our biggest challenge in the inelegance 

community is figuring out how to deal with the not-yet-guilty." I other words, innocent people.  

 

This insane pivot to going after innocent people has left America vulnerable to foreign 

intelligence services, wide open for large scale organized crime, and with a population that is 

preyed upon by a turncoat hostile domestic police state engaged in show biz style psych-warfare. 

This was the Globalist's goal all along -- a fear-poisoned America that can't protest as we are 



robbed of our former glory.  

 

The way the Globalist do it is the same for every country they attack. They set up and fund 

NGOs that then work with Globalist converts within the government that is being destroyed. The 

converts are given grant money for their cooperation and are promised a place along side the 

Globalists once the subversion and takeover is complete. But the converts are self delusional 

fools, because by drawing out all those willing to betray their own country, the Globalists have 

conveniently identified the traitors at heart who can't be trusted. These temporarily useful traitors 

are always the first to be thrown under the bus once the takeover is complete and the Globalists 

are in power. But the love of power corrupts one's judgment as well as one's morals. So there is 

no shortage of foolish power-lusters who will betray their country, and even humanity itself for 

the chance -- just the chance -- for more power.  

 

The Globalist funded NGOs -- like the Southern poverty Law Center -- write the scripts for the 

shows the FBI Glee Clubbers put on. They also offer "free training" for prosecutors, and supply 

standard issue story lines and hold press events to promote the show once arrests have been 

made. In my case, my prosecutor, Steve Skrocki, put out one standard issue press release after 

another promoting the false narrative he knew was false. Then he filed a gag order to bar me and 

my co-defendants and/or our attorneys from making statements or releasing evidence to the 

public that would contradict the fake news press releases he was putting out weekly.  

 

This fake news article by Eva Holland is a perfect cookie cutter example of pre-cooked fake 

news. It does not contain the slightest deviation from the SPLC's Globalist story line. It is just a 

"rinse-and-repeat" of the standard issue false narrative that's the same in every case. Look at how 

fake news has been weaponized by Eva. She writes:  

 

"Cox boasted about his militia's readiness for real combat. 'We've got a 3500 man militia force in 

Fairbanks. It's not a rag-tag deal. I mean we are set. We've got rocket launchers and grenade 

launchers and claymores and machineguns and cavalry and we've got boats. It's all set.' The 

claims seemed plainly ludicrous. The FBI, though, wasn't laughing. The text of the speech 

landed on the Bureau's radar, and a pair of confidential informants were dispatched to see what 

Cox and the Peacemakers were up to."  

 

Nice moves FBI GLEE CLUB! Way to tango with your main girl Eva! But here's the clumsy 

truth. As early as 2007 the FBI Glee Clubbers had identified me as someone with leadership 

potential, and sent several well known political sellouts to see if I'd join their fold. When I said 

"no way," they put me on the waiting list for a show biz "takedown."  

 

In 2008, professional Informant and armature Glee Clubber, Aaron Bennett, approached me and 

praised me as a grand patriot who obviously loved America very much. He attended all my 

public events and always donated money. He claimed to have a network of likeminded friends. 

He owned an Army surplus shop, called Far North Tactical. I later found out it was an ATF 

front. But at the time he appeared to be juts one of the thousands of good Americans I saw at my 

public events all the time.  

 

Then one day he approached me and told me that he'd talked it over with his militia men and that 



they all respected me and had pledged to follow me because I had integrity and the public's 

support. I was flattered, but didn't really have anything for anyone to do except talk about 

freedom and love America. In the weeks that followed, Bennett showed me pictures of all the 

super cool military equipment and combat gear he had "hidden away for if the shit ever hits the 

fan around here." He showed me pictures of -- wouldn't you know -- rocket launchers, 

claymores, machineguns, cavalry and boats and so on! Again, I was impressed, but saw no 

immediate use. The Boyscout motto is "Be Prepared," right? He sure looked prepared.  

 

Up to this point in 2009, Bennett hadn't said or done anything to make me think he had any bad 

intentions or unstable characteristics. So I was glad to have the loyal support of him and his 

claimed several hundred guys. (This would change later in 2010 when he started bullying and 

pushing for violence.) It was back in 2009 that I gave the speech in Montana where I repeated his 

claims. Claims that had only been "verified" by pictures he showed me on his phone, and that 

were actually nothing but a big hoax. A hoax the FBI Glee Clubbers had created out of thin air to 

be used as a hollow pretext for setting up their Icecapades traveling conviction show around me, 

the innocent sucker.  

 

Even thought it's in no way incriminating to me, I'm still pretty embarrassed that I believed 

Aaron Bennett's cheesy song and dance, didn't check him or his story out, and then repeated it all 

publicly. But you know what takes the edge off of my embarrassment? The fact that this whole 

thing was fake from the very beginning, and that the fake FBI Glee Clubbers started the very 

rumors that they were "investigating" once those "plainly ludicrous" rumors boomeranged back 

to them. I feel stupid, but not by comparison to them.  

 

The FBI office in Fairbanks wrote a memo on these boomeranging rumors. It's dated February 

16th, 2010. It was written by Special Agent Bruce Milne, who was around long before the FBI 

turned into the Glee Club. So he carefully tiptoed around the glitter and feather boas as he wrote 

his memo. It says:  

 

"Cox claims to be 'involved with' a significant militia group in Alaska with plains, bombs, rocket 

launchers, grenade launchers, claymores and machine guns. The claims are likely fictitious."  

 

This is squarely a reference to Aaron Bennett's group. And Agent Milne correctly identified the 

claims as fictitious because he correctly identified them as the Bureau's own glittery bullshit 

circulating back around to them. Notice that he only said I was "involved with" this group. He 

didn't say I organized it, or was a member of it, or that I was the leader of it. He just said I was 

"involved." I guess having Bennett tell me I'm a respected guy that he and his imaginary friends 

would follow counts as "involved."  

 

Contrast that language with the very next line in Agent Milne's 2-16-10 memo. It says "Cox 

ORGANIZED an organization called the Second Amendment Taskforce which is engaged in 

constitutionally protected activity concerning gun ownership rights. This organization is not 

affiliated with national organizations of the same name. Cox has also been defeated in elections 

for local office. Captioned subject will not be added to the selectee or no-fly list." (Gee, thanks 

for not taking my wings Bruce.)  

 



Agent Bruce Milne carefully split his memo into fact and fiction. He identified the Glee Club's 

fiction as such. And he identified the facts about what I was really doing and noted that it was 

constitutionally protected. None the less, my prosecutor, Steve Skrocki, would later take the FBI 

Glee Clubber's hoax about rocket launchers and claymores and feed it to the judge, the jury and 

Ms. Eva Holland as his reason for going after me. So when Eva boldly writes "a pair of 

confidential informants were dispatched to see what the Peacemakers were up to," she's fake 

newsing you, with a fake rumor, started by the fake FBI.  

 

Then she recounts another Glee Club hoax when she talks about the "trip to Anchorage to buy 

grenades and other illegal weapons." This entire event was fake! In early 2011 the FBI rented a 

hotel, rented Olson a car to drive there, had Fulton organize a fake militia summit, and then 

supplied a full cast of prancing Glee Club buffoons to attend the event. Everyone at that meeting 

was working for the FBI, except for one guy -- Lonnie Vernon.  

 

What a poor sucker? Lonnie just sat there while Glee Clubbers Fulton, Olson, Lovejoy, and 

Bennett talked about selling weapons to each other. And this is after I had specifically told 

everyone who would listen to stay away from Fulton and Bennett because they had pushed for 

violence the year before and I had been forced to cut all ties with them because they wouldn't 

listen to reason. I even warned the Assistant US attorney in Fairbanks, Steve Cooper, about it 

when Fulton and Bennett started talking crazy. He's WAY WAY old-school. I know for sure he's 

not down for the Glee Club. I respected him then, and still do. He came to testify in my favor at 

trial, but the judge wouldn't let him answer the questions. See, they hate you if you are honest, 

even if you are one of their own.  

 

Cheer Captain for the Gleek Squad, Eva Holland, recites another fake news line when she 

touches on the so-called security detail at the KJNP TV station. She says "Cox told the crew to 

be ready to shoot to kill if federal agents appeared." Pretty scary story, right? Good thing for 

everyone it's just a story.  

 

The truth is the president of the TV station is a big time supporter of mine and welcomed me and 

my whole entourage that night, as did the rest of the crew at the Christian TV station. FBI Agent 

Rick Southerland described it this way after listening to tapped phones and secret recordings of 

the pre-TV show meeting: "From: Southerland, Richard A. Jr. To: Gunty, Mathew P. Sent: Mon 

Nov 22 18:50:34 2010 Subject: Cox Update. Here is a super brief update ... Cox had a 7 step 

plan to coincide with this court date. He calls it Operation Nehemiah 5. His Plan involves civil 

disobedience, and media coverage ... In a recorded meeting with a CHS (i.e. informant) he stated 

over and over that he did not want violence and that he did not want to see any cops hurt."  

 

Obviously the FBI Glee Club keeps two sets of books. One that says I'm innocent, and one they 

show the judge, jury and Eva Holland. 
 


